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Yves Ullens, Timeline
Rasson Art Gallery
Dumortierlaan 13
8300 Knokke-Heist, Belgium
www.rassonartgallery.be

Opening Saturday 7th October 2023 from 16h30
Exhibition from 7th until 29th October 2023

The exhibition presented in Florence Rasson’s gallery in Knokke will bring together a set of 
historical works in dialogue with recent prints from the LikeAPainting series, some of which have 
never been revealed to the public. This exhibition highlights the link between photography and 
painting, a limit often questioned in my work. I will be very happy to talk to you about it and to meet 
you on this occasion on the Belgian coast.

upcomiNg exhibitioN : Yves ulleNs - timeliNe, KNoKKe
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Louise Abstracts group show
Marc Minjauw Gallery
Avenue Louise 2/9 (Place Stéphanie), 1050 Brussels
Exhibition from 12th February until 29th April 2023

Marc Minjauw set up his gallery in the upper part of the city, Place Stéphanie, after several years 
in the center (since 2016). The gallery now benefits from a large space and numerous completely 
renovated windows, an ideal place to show group exhibitions bringing together the artists cham-
pioned by the gallery owner.

This year, I was able to show my abstract photographs in dialogue with the paintings of other 
artists. An interesting confrontation that disrupts the visual perception of visitors.

past exhibitioNs : louise abstracts group show, marc miNjauw gallerY brussels
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past exhibitioNs : summer group show, marc miNjauw gallerY brussels

Summer Group Show
Marc Minjauw Gallery
Avenue Louise 2/9 (Place Stéphanie), 1050 Brussels
Exhibition from 30th June to 20th July 2023



The works shown in galleries, often "white cubes", have another "life" once acquired by collectors. 
It is interesting to see my photographs hung in private spaces, associated with the  
furniture and the architecture of the place.

Interiors that become small, intimate museums that I wanted to share with you.

artworKs iN situ
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Private house, Brussels.
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Private house, Brussels.
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Private house, Waterloo.

Private house, Alcudia (Spain).



In my previous Newsletter, I announced the birth of the European artistic movement The Borders and the 
signing of the manifesto by the artists.

You will soon receive a The Borders newsletter to announce upcoming exhibitions and other events of our 
movement.

Quick reminder: The Borders is a new European artistic movement. It was born from my desire to bring 
together artists around abstract photography and to create a dialogue. ‘The Borders’ currently brings 
together 7 international artists: Richard Caldicott (United Kingdom), Luuk de Haan (Netherlands), 
Sebastiaan Knot (Netherlands), Niko Luoma (Finland), Liz Nielsen (United States), Hanno Otten (Germany)
and myself for Belgium.

the borders : New europeaN artictic movemeNt
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